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Abstract: The reclamation coral sand (CS) layer is the survival environment for island reef vegetation
in the South China Sea. The root system within the CS bed draws water necessary for vegetation
growth, implying that the water-retention capacity of CS plays a pivotal role in determining vegetation
viability. Particle size distribution (PSD) significantly influences the water-retention capacity of
geomaterials. This study examines the impact of PSD on the water-retention capacity of CS from both
macro (soil–water characteristic curve, SWCC) and micro (pore water distribution) perspectives using
the pressure plate test and nuclear magnetic resonance technique, and an F&X model was used to
analyze the SWCC of CS. The findings indicated that the F&X model aptly describes the SWCC of CS
with different PSDs. Both the air entry value and residual water content rise with an increased content
of fine grains (d < 0.25 mm), suggesting that the presence of fine grains augments the water-retention
capacity of CS. It is considered that a size range of d = 0.075–0.25 mm predominantly impacts the
water-retention capacity of CS. The PSD primarily influences the water-retention capacity by affecting
the pore size distribution of CS. The volume of small pores swells with the surge of fine-grain content,
while the maximum pore size contracts with increasing fine-grain content. Limited pore connectivity
in CS means macropores can retain water even under high suction, bolstering the water-retention
capacity of CS. These findings offer theoretical guidance for selecting gradation parameters for the
planting layer on island reefs.

Keywords: coral sand; water-retention capacity; particle size distribution; nuclear magnetic resonance;
pore water distribution

1. Introduction

In recent years, China has completed numerous island reef hydraulic reclamation
and infrastructure constructions in the South China Sea [1,2]. The primary geomaterial
for reclamation and construction, coral sand (CS), is a deposit formed from the organic
remnants of entities like corals, algae, and shells eroded by seawater. CS possesses distinct
characteristics such as an irregular shape, high void ratio, rough surface, and abundant
internal pores [3–7]. Research has validated CS’s exceptional mechanical properties [8–10],
making it indispensable in island reef construction. Once the safety and stability of the
island reef are assured, the challenge becomes transforming it into a habitable ecological
island. The development of such an ecological island reef necessitates vegetation coverage.
A survey revealed that the survival rate of vegetation transplanted onto the reclamation
layer is notably low. A significant reason for this is the challenge vegetation roots face in
absorbing adequate water from the reclamation layer. Currently, vegetation on island reefs
is predominantly planted in the CS layer. The water essential for island reef vegetation
primarily derives from atmospheric rainfall and groundwater, which is then discharged via
surface evaporation and transpiration (Figure 1). To ensure vegetation’s survival, sufficient
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rainwater and groundwater must be retained in the CS layer; otherwise, the vegetation
may perish from dehydration. In essence, the water-retention capacity of the CS layer,
which is pivotal for vegetation, directly impacts the likelihood of vegetation survival.
In addition, during island reef hydraulic reclamation, the grain weight and hydraulic
sorting often result in notable particle size discrepancies in the CS within the reclamation
layer [11–13]. Extensive studies have indicated that particle size profoundly affects the
water-retention capacity of geomaterials [14,15]. Hence, examining the impact of particle
size distribution (PSD) on the water-retention capacity of CS, and identifying beneficial
gradation parameters for water storage in the CS layer, holds significant importance for the
ecological construction of island reefs.
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The relationship between volumetric water content (θw = Vw/V) and matric suction
(ψ = ua − uw), termed the soil–water characteristic curve (SWCC), serves as a crucial
metric in assessing the water-retention capacity of geomaterials [16]. Established SWCC
testing methodologies encompass the pressure plate, filter paper, saturated salt solution,
and tensiometer methods [17]. The ψ ranges assessable by these techniques vary. The
pressure plate and tensiometer methods are apt for testing in lower ψ ranges, while the
filter paper and saturated salt solution methods are designed for higher ψ ranges [18]. Over
the past several decades, significant advancements have been made in the research on the
water-retention capacity of geomaterials, including numerous studies focused on how PSD
influences this capacity. Gallage and Uchimura [19] conducted a study to examine the
impact of dry density and grain size distribution on the SWCC. They found that coarse-
grained soil exhibits a lower AEV and residual suction compared to fine-grained soil.
Rahardjo et al.’s [20] research revealed that the particle sizes of gravels and the percentage
of fine particles in soil mixtures have an influence on the saturated volumetric water content
and the AEV of the SWCCs. Chen and Uchimura [21] demonstrated a linear decrease in
AEV and residual matric suction with an increase in effective particle size, as observed on
semilog coordinates. Guo et al. [22] highlighted the inverse relationship between matric
suction and particle size at the same θw. They also noted that the amplitude of variation in
matric suction decreases gradually with an increase in particle size and content of coarse
particles during drying and wetting processes.

However, given that CS has grain characteristics and mineral compositions distinct
from terrigenous geomaterials [23,24], one cannot directly infer the water-retention capacity
of CS from the findings associated with terrigenous geomaterials. Only by delineating the
correlation between gradation parameters and water-retention capacity specific to CS can
suitable gradation parameters for the vegetation planting layer be chosen.

The intergranular pore plays a pivotal role in determining the water-retention capacity
of geomaterials at the microscopic level. Previous researchers employed microscopic
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detection techniques to analyze the pore structure and examined the relationship between
void ratio, pore size distribution (PoSD), and water-retention capacity [25–30]. PoSD
strongly correlates with PSD [31]. Limited research examines the relationship among the
PSD, PoSD, and water-retention capacity of CS [32]. By elucidating the influence of PSD on
PoSD and understanding the mechanism through which PoSD impacts the water-retention
capacity, PoSD serves as a crucial link between the PSD and water-retention capacity. This
connection is vital for grasping the water-retention capacity of CS at the microscopic scale.
In addition, water stored within the pores of geomaterials is termed pore water. Pore water
is present between grains in various forms, influenced by the intensity of its interaction
with grains. Water in macropores tends to be easily lost, whereas that in micropores is
challenging to discharge [28]. Consequently, PoSD across different pore sizes impacts the
water-retention capacity of geomaterials differently. As the moisture content varies under
the influence of ψ, the retention of pore water in different pore sizes also differs, and this
behavior is modulated by PSD.

In light of this, the current study aims to investigate the influence of PSD on the water-
retention capacity of CS. At the macroscopic level, several pressure plate tests (drying)
are conducted to derive the SWCC of CS with varying PSDs. The obtained data are
then interpreted using the classical SWCC model. A relationship between the gradation
parameter and water-retention characteristic value is discussed, providing a quantitative
description of how PSD affects the water-retention capacity of CS. At the microscopic level,
a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) test is sequentially performed along the ψ path of the
drying process. This helps to elucidate the internal association between microscopic pore
structures and macroscopic soil–water characteristics, shedding light on how PSD affects
pore water distribution’s (PWD) evolution pattern during the drying process.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material

CS obtained for this experiment originated from a reclaimed island reef in the South
China Sea. CS grains are loosely arranged and not cemented, displaying a highly irregular
shape. Different particle sizes of CS were secured through a sieve test (Figure 2a). The
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) results revealed a rough surface of CS with numerous
pores (Figure 2c), a distinguishing characteristic that differentiates CS from terrigenous
sand (Figure 2d). Component analysis by way of X-ray Diffraction (XRD) indicated that
the primary mineral composition of CS was CaCO3, complemented by a minor presence of
MgCO3 (Figure 3).

Based on traditional soil mechanics, d = 0.5 mm is the boundary standard separating
coarse sand from medium–fine sand (Chinese National Standard of Soil Test Method (GB/T
50123–2019)). The unique physical attributes of CS, which include its irregular shape and
elevated void ratio, profoundly impact its water-retention capacity based on particle size.
CS with d ≥ 0.5 mm proves challenging for sampling at low compaction; the intergranular
pore size is considerable and possesses high porosity, rendering CS less efficient at retaining
water. Consequently, in this study, CS with d ≥ 0.25 mm was categorized as coarse grain,
while that with d < 0.25 mm was identified as fine grain, see Figure 2b. This classification
offers a more fitting description of the water-retention capabilities of CS. After discarding
grains with d ≥ 2 mm, the gradation of in situ coral sand collected at the engineering site
underwent testing, revealing that the fine-grain content (the mass ratio of fine grains to
all particles) was 11.42% (FC5 in Figure 2b). To discern the influence of PSD on the water-
retention capability of CS, five sample groups were arranged, each increasing the fine-grain
content by a gradient of 20% on the basis of FC5. Table 1 details the physical property
parameters for these groups. The uniformity coefficient (Cu) and curvature coefficient (Cc)
indicate that the samples utilized in this test were all poorly graded.
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Table 1. Physical parameters of coral sand samples in this test.

Material Sample No.
Specific Gravity d10

(mm)
d30

(mm)
d50

(mm)
d60

(mm)

Nonuniform
Coefficient

Cu

Curvature
Coefficient

CcGs

Coral sand

FC1 2.83 0.110 0.151 0.165 0.172 1.568 1.200
FC2 2.83 0.119 0.167 0.191 0.211 1.775 1.109
FC3 2.83 0.133 0.191 0.244 0.292 2.190 0.934
FC4 2.83 0.162 0.243 0.333 0.379 2.340 0.963
FC5 2.83 0.239 0.344 0.401 0.438 1.831 1.129

2.2. Test Scheme

The CS void ratio is elevated [33], suggesting that the primary alteration stage of θw
likely occurs within the low ψ range [32]. Therefore, a pressure plate test was administered
to measure the SWCC of CS, ensuring test result accuracy. Five sample groups, based on
PSD, were established to study the variances in the water-retention capacity of CS under
assorted particle size ratios. The pressure plate test scheme is shown in Table 2. For the
compacted dry density (ρd) setting, it was crucial to ensure the samples remained intact
throughout the test, resulting in a measurement of 1.5 g/cm3 for this examination. The
initial moisture content (wi) was standardized at 10%, providing the sample with adequate
internal cohesion for preparation. Each sample measured 45 × 20 mm (diameter × height).
The ψ path was determined as 0→5→10→20→40→70→120→200→300→450 (Unit: kPa).
Additionally, an NMR test was executed on samples in equilibrium at varying ψ levels to
uncover the intrinsic relationship between pore distribution and water-retention capacity
and the evolution pattern of PWD during the drying process. For this study, pivotal testing
points were 0, 5, 10, 70, and 300 kPa.

Table 2. Pressure plate test scheme.

Material Sample No.
Specimen Size Dry Density

ρd (g/cm3)

Initial Water
Content
ωi (%)Diameter (mm) Height (mm)

Coral sand

FC1 45 20 1.5 10
FC2 45 20 1.5 10
FC3 45 20 1.5 10
FC4 45 20 1.5 10
FC5 45 20 1.5 10

2.3. Apparatus and Procedure

The pressure plate test is an SWCC measuring method based on the axis-translation
technique. The test apparatus consists of a pressure chamber and an air pressure control
system (Figure 4a). The testable ψ range is 0–500 kPa. A saturated porous ceramic plate
separates water from the air, permitting only water to pass. A water storage bottle is
attached to the porous ceramic plate to collect water discharged by the sample. The
procedure for the pressure plate test is as follows:

(1) Sample preparation: Dry CS of the designated quality and water were weighed and
mixed uniformly. The mixture was placed in a sealed bag and left for 48 h. Once the
moisture in the sample became consistent, the sample was divided into three parts
and placed into the mold, with each part being gently pressed down with a small
spoon to make the surface smooth. After all the parts were filled, the sample was
compacted to the predetermined dry density using a jack.

(2) Saturation of samples and porous ceramic plate: The porous ceramic plate underwent
evacuation for 4 h and was subsequently submerged in distilled water until half
covered. It was then evacuated continuously for an additional 12 h. Afterward, the
plate was fully submerged in distilled water and maintained under a vacuum for
another 12 h. The method for sample saturation mirrored this procedure. Following a
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4 h evacuation, it was submerged in distilled water, subjected to a 12 h vacuum, and
removed.

(3) Execution of the pressure plate test: The saturated porous ceramic plate was positioned
within the pressure chamber. Specific air pressure was applied to clear any gas in the
pipeline. Prepared samples were set on the porous ceramic plate, which was then
sealed, and the anchor bolt tightened. Air pressure followed the designated ψ path.
After applying the initial air pressure level, the water storage bottle’s weight was
measured every 12 h. When consecutive weighing results aligned, the sample had
reached an equilibrium state at that specific ψ level. The samples were subsequently
removed and weighed. The sample’s θw can be determined using specific equations:

θw =
ml − md

md
× ρd

ρw
(1)

where ml is the sample’s mass after each pressure level is applied; md is the mass of
dry sand; and ρw is the density of water.

The NMR technique involves placing samples within a fixed magnetic field of a
particular intensity. The hydrogen nuclei in the samples require a specific time to return to
an equilibrium state after being disrupted by a radio frequency field and a process termed
the relaxation process [34]. The T2 curve can be deduced from the observed relationship
between the transverse magnetization vector and the relaxation time (T2), where the
horizontal ordinate represents T2 and the vertical ordinate indicates the signal intensity
corresponding to T2. The following equation defines the connection between T2 and pore
radius R:

1
T2

≈ ρ2
α

R
(2)

where α is the shape factor; ρ2 represents the transverse relaxation rate.
For specified geomaterials, the intensity and location of signals correspond to the

content and distribution of pore water. Consequently, the NMR technique helps measure
the pore water content and energy state distribution within samples. The NMR testing
equipment used was the PQ001 Mini NMR analyzer (Figure 4b), a collaboration between
the Wuhan Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and China
Suzhou Niumag Analytical Instrument Co., Ltd., Suzhou, China. The apparatus primarily
consists of five components: a permanent magnet, sample tube, radio frequency system,
temperature control system, and data acquisition and analysis system. The permanent
magnet had a magnetic field intensity of 0.52 T. The magnet’s temperature was maintained
at (32 ± 0.01) ◦C to ensure field uniformity and stability. The effective testing range for the
sample tube was 60 mm × 60 mm (diameter × height). During the drying phase, samples
balanced at a specific ψ level were promptly sealed with plastic wrap and inserted into
the sample tube. The pore structure characteristics and the distribution pattern of the pore
water inside the sample were determined by processing these nuclear magnetic signals.
Notably, the NMR is a non-destructive test, allowing samples to undergo subsequent
pressure plate testing. It is essential to note that metals can distort nuclear magnetic signals;
thus, the cutting ring in this experiment was fabricated from nylon.
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3. Pressure Plate Test Results and Analysis
3.1. SWCC of CS

In unsaturated theory, the drying process of geomaterials typically consists of three
stages (Figure 5) [35]: (i) Boundary effect stage. During this stage, ψ is minimal and
insufficient to induce a significant water loss in the samples. Consequently, θw remains
relatively unchanged. (ii) Transition stage. Here, pore water starts to evaporate substantially
under pressure, leading to a marked increase in the slope of the SWCC compared to the
boundary effect stage. (iii) Residual stage. By this stage, the θw in the sample has already
decreased considerably from its saturated state. As ψ continues to rise, the θw of the sample
follows a declining trend, but the rate of decrease slows down significantly.

Figure 6 presents the SWCC of CS samples with varied PSDs from this study. The
data from Figure 6 indicate that the drying curve of CS is S-shaped and adheres to the
aforementioned three-stage evolution. In the boundary effect stage, variations in the SWCC
arise due to differences in PSD. The reductions in sample θw from FC1 to FC5 were 1.93%,
2.93%, 3.85%, 5.32%, and 8.1%, respectively, at pressures ranging from 0 to 5 kPa. During
the transition stage, the sample SWCC displayed characteristics similar to those in the
boundary effect stage at pressures between 5 and 10 kPa. However, in the residual stage,
θw values across samples became consistent gradually, and the SWCCs appeared nearly
parallel. For samples from FC1 to FC5, the retained θw under the termination condition
was 8.01%, 7.16%, 6.67%, 6.11%, and 5.51%, respectively.
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Numerous classic models exist in unsaturated soil studies that delineate the soil–
water characteristics of geomaterials, including the BC model [36] and the VG model [37].
Fredlund and Xing (1994) [38] introduced the soil–water characteristic model (F&X Model),
which has since gained widespread adoption in geotechnical engineering. Its formulation
is as follows:

θw =

1 −
ln
(

1+ ψ
ψr

)
ln
(

1+ 106

ψr

)
 θs{

ln
[

e +
(

ψ
a

)b
]}c (3)

where ψr is the ψ corresponding to the residual volumetric water content (θr); θs is the
saturated volumetric water content; a, b, and c are fitting parameters; and e is the natural
constant.

When ψ is in the low suction range, the F&X model can be simplified as follows [39]:

θw =
θs{

ln
[

e +
(

ψ
a

)b
]}c (4)

Figure 6b and Table 3 show the F&X model fitting outcomes derived from the ex-
perimental findings. It indicates that the F&X model aptly characterizes the soil–water
properties of CS during the drying process, considering varied PSDs. This study provides
specific boundaries for coarse and fine grains when addressing PSD, allowing for the
definition of a gradation parameter to signify the sample grain ratio. Then, a gradation
parameter can be defined as follows:

γ = ln
Pf

Pc
(5)

where γ is the grain ratio coefficient; Pf is the content of fine particles in the sample; and Pc
is the content of coarse grain in the sample, and Pc = 100 − Pf. Establish the relationship
between γ and the F&X model parameters:

a = 0.35γ + 5.39 R2 = 0.985
b = 8.04 − 1.70γR2 = 0.903
c = 0.50γ + 0.02R2 = 0.939

(6)
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θw = ⎣⎢⎢⎢
⎡
1 - 

ln 1 + ψψr

ln 1 + 106

ψr ⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤

θs

ln e + ψa b c (3)

where ψr is the ψ corresponding to the residual volumetric water content (θr); θs is the 
saturated volumetric water content; a, b, and c are fitting parameters; and e is the natural 
constant. 

When ψ is in the low suction range, the F&X model can be simplified as follows [39]: 

θw = 
θs

ln e + ψa b c (4)

Figure 6b and Table 3 show the F&X model fitting outcomes derived from the exper-
imental findings. It indicates that the F&X model aptly characterizes the soil–water prop-
erties of CS during the drying process, considering varied PSDs. This study provides spe-
cific boundaries for coarse and fine grains when addressing PSD, allowing for the defini-
tion of a gradation parameter to signify the sample grain ratio. Then, a gradation param-
eter can be defined as follows: 

γ = ln
Pf

Pc
  (5)

where γ is the grain ratio coefficient; Pf is the content of fine particles in the sample; and 
Pc is the content of coarse grain in the sample, and Pc = 100 − Pf. Establish the relationship 
between γ and the F&X model parameters: 

Figure 6. Soil–water characteristic curves of coral sand sample with different PSDs: (a) measured
curve; (b) the comparison between the measured curve and the fitting curve.

The functions a(γ), b(γ), and c(γ) signify the relationships between the parameters a, b,
and c with γ, respectively. Thus, Equation (4) can be described as follows:

θw =
θs{

ln
[

e +
(

ψ
a(γ)

)b(γ)
]}c(γ)

(7)

Equation (7) integrates the F&X model with the coarse-to-fine-grain ratio in CS. Using
Equation (7), researchers can forecast the SWCC of CS given a known PSD. Equation
(7) articulates the SWCC based on set sample parameters like compaction and starting
moisture content. In addition, when employing Equation (7), the upper limit of the particle
size of CS should be less than 2 mm.
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Table 3. F&X model parameters and water-retention characteristic values.

Model Sample No. a b c R2 AEV (kPa) Θr (%)

θw = θs{
ln
[
e+( ψ

a )
b]}c

FC1 6.244 4.862 0.537 0.994 4.654 11.206
FC2 5.697 6.025 0.518 0.994 4.497 10.584
FC3 5.386 7.030 0.508 0.996 4.399 10.088
FC4 5.024 9.318 0.477 0.994 4.299 9.807
FC5 4.751 12.348 0.466 0.993 4.237 8.862

3.2. Water-Retention Characteristic Value

As depicted in Figure 5, the drying curve presents two characteristic points: air entry
and residual points. These are fundamental indices for evaluating the water-retention
capacity of geomaterials. The air entry point signifies the initiation of gas penetration into
the maximum pore of the sample, marking the transition from a saturated to a non-saturated
state. The ψ at this juncture is termed the air entry value (AEV). The residual point, on
the other hand, suggests that the water in the sample ceases to decrease significantly with
an increase in ψ, and the moisture content at this point is termed the residual volumetric
water content (θr). The AEV and θr are commonly determined using a graphical method:
drawing a tangent to the SWCC at three distinct stages. The ψ that corresponds to the
intersection of the tangent during the boundary effect and transition stages is the AEV,
while the θw corresponding to the transition between the transition stage and residual stage
is θr. However, this graphical approach is somewhat subjective and can lack precision. To
this limitation, Zhai and Rahardio (2012) [40] introduced a mathematical method rooted in
the F&X model, whereby the AEV can be computed using the provided equations:

AEV =a × 0.1
3.72 × 1.31c +1(1 − e−

c
3.67 )

bc × ln 10 (8)

where a, b, and c are the fitting parameters of the F&X model. The calculation method of θr
is as follows:

θr = θi − s1(log ψr − loga) (9)

where

ψr = 10
θi− θ′+s1log (a) − s2log (ψ′)

s1−s2

s1 = bc × θs × ln 10
3.72×1.31c+1

s2 = bc × θs × ψ′×ln 10

a
{

ln
[

e+
(

ψ′
a

)b
]}c+1[

e+
(

ψ′
a

)b
] × (

ψ′

a

)b−1 (10)

where ψ′ is the ψ when the sample’s water content approaches stability, set at 1500 kPa; θ′

is the corresponding θw.
Based on Equations (8)–(10) and the F&X model parameters, the AEV and θr for CS at

varying PSDs were tabulated (Table 3). Table 3 illustrates that both AEV and θr escalate
with an increase in the content of fine grains. CS samples with a high content of fine
grains are more resistant to air penetration and can retain more water at elevated ψ levels,
indicating superior water-retention capabilities.

The geomaterials’ water-retention capacity is influenced by various factors, including
mineral composition, grain structure, and surface properties. One can logically infer that
the water-retention capacity of CS differs from that of terrigenous geomaterials. As such,
specific research findings concerning the water-retention of terrigenous geomaterials were
selected for comparison:

Figure 7a presents a comparison of AEV between CS and terrigenous geomaterials.
As observed in Figure 7a, the AEV of CS is marginally greater than that of terrigenous
sand, a difference attributed to the maximum pore size in samples. Terrigenous sand
typically exhibits a sleek grain surface and minimal roughness. Conversely, the grain
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surface of CS is replete with indented pores, leading to pronounced roughness. The special
particle characteristics of coral sand make it easier to form small pores in the interparticle
structure. [41]; thus, the AEV of CS is generally superior to that of terrigenous sand.
However, the pore structure, shaped by the unique grain structure of CS, expands the PoSD
range of CS samples beyond that found in clay soil [41,42]. Consequently, higher pressure
is required for air to infiltrate the pores of clay soil, rendering the AEV of clay materials
greater than that of CS.

Figure 7b contrasts the θr between CS and terrigenous geomaterials. It shows that
the θr for both CS and terrigenous geomaterials predominantly ranges between 2 and
10%. The θr of CS, as presented in this study, surpasses that of different terrigenous sands
documented in earlier research, which is attributed to the abundance of the internal pores
connected to the outside. The internal pore structure of coral sand particles is developed,
and the internal porosity varies with the shape of the particles, and the internal porosity of
cube-shaped particles is the highest, with an average of 20.19%. The bar-shaped particles
are the second, and the flake-shaped particles are the smallest, while the internal structure of
terrigenous sand particles is dense, and the influence of internal porosity can be ignored [43].
The water residing in these inner pores is typically challenging to expel, resulting in a
higher θr for CS compared to terrigenous sand.
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3.3. Relationship between Gradation Parameters and Water-Retention Characteristic

Figure 8 depicts the correlation between the grain gradation parameters and the water-
retention characteristic value. Figure 8a,b indicate that the AEV (or θr) rises as gradation
parameters d10, d30, d50, and d60 decrease. A reduction in these parameters indicates an
increase in the fine-grain content in the samples, leading to a corresponding increase in
AEV (or θr). This observation aligns with previous discussions. Specifically, d50 and d60
exhibit a closer association with AEV, as they account for over half of the grains and play
a significant role in the formation of the maximum pore between grains. Conversely,
d10 and d30 have a stronger relationship with θr and are indicative of fine-grain content.
The presence of these fine grains is a key factor enabling samples to retain water under
high ψ conditions. Figure 8c,d reveal that AEV (or θr) consistently increases with Cu at
first and then diminishes. A greater Cu value indicates a more varied PSD and superior
gradation. It can be inferred that the water-retention capacity of CS is not overtly tied to
PSD uniformity. With Cc values ranging between 0.93 and 1.20, the corresponding lines
in Figure 8c,d do not clearly delineate a relationship between Cc and the water-retention
capacity of CS. Figure 9 presents the association between the water-retention characteristic
value and γ. Figure 9 demonstrates that both AEV and θr amplify with an increase in γ,
establishing a strong linear relationship. Figure 9 also organizes the correlation between
γ and the water-retention characteristic value from prior research, illustrating that for
terrigenous sand, both AEV and θr augment with a rise in fine-grain content. Nonetheless,
no functional relationship exists between them, attributed to the non-uniform increase in
fine-grain content in the samples used in this study. The above analysis indicates that the
fine-grain content in samples bolsters the water-retention capacity of CS.
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value; [19,20,45].

This study recommends adopting d = 0.25 mm as the delineation between coarse
and fine grains when examining the water-retention capacity of CS. The primary PSD
oscillates around the two sizes associated with 0.25 mm, specifically d = 0.25–0.5 mm and
d = 0.075–0.25 mm. Concurrently, the water-retention capacity of samples varies in tan-
dem with the alternating increases and decreases in the CS content of these two sizes. For
instance, as the CS content within d = 0.075–0.25 mm grows from 10.9% to 87.23%, the water-
retention capacity of samples consistently ascends. Thus, d = 0.075–0.25 mm is posited as a
predominant size influencing the water-retention capacity of CS. Based on the related stud-
ies, one might deduce that CS with d < 0.075 mm (coral silt) would exhibit enhanced water-
retention capacity [48]. However, due to its diminutive size, silt typically adheres to larger
grain surfaces with minimal content or gets lost with flowing water through pore channels.
In addition, in natural island reef environments with copious rainfall, silt’s propensities for
easy displacement and hardening are inimical to plant growth. Thus, it is more reasonable to
consider
d = 0.075–0.25 mm as the principal size affecting the water-retention capacity of CS. By
strategically increasing the CS content with d = 0.075–0.25 mm in the planning phase of the
island reef planting layer, one can efficaciously enhance the water-retention capacity of the
planting layer.

4. NMR Test Results and Analysis
4.1. Test Results

T2 represents the attenuation rate of nuclear magnetic signals. The larger the pores
are, the more water there is, the slower the attenuation rate is, and the larger the T2 value
is. As the strength of a nuclear magnetic signal is proportional to the number of protons
(hydrogen nuclei) in a unit volume sample and given that the hydrogen nuclei in pore water
have a strong signal, the size and quantity of pores in samples can be inferred by analyzing
the T2 curve. Figure 10 depicts the changes in the T2 curve of the FC1 sample during
the drying process. The area enclosed by the T2 curve and the X-axis is called the peak
area, characterizing the quantity of pore water in the sample. The primary, secondary, and
subsequent peaks can be sequentially identified from left to right. As observed in Figure 10,
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with an increasing value of ψ, the total peak area consistently diminishes, indicating a
continuous loss of pore water. When ψ ranges between 0 and 5 kPa, the primary peak
area is considerably smaller than the secondary peak area. However, when ψ ≥ 70 kPa,
the difference between the primary and secondary peak areas significantly decreases. The
shape of the T2 curve evolves with increasing ψ, suggesting that the PWD within the sample
undergoes dynamic changes during the drying process.
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4.2. PoSD Analysis

An NMR test essentially detects the PWD inside the sample. Consequently, for
saturated samples, the NMR test can provide a comprehensive portrayal of the PoSD
within the sample. NMR test results at ψ = 0 kPa are chosen for analytical purposes.
Figure 11 presents the NMR test outcomes for saturated CS samples with varying PSDs.
From the results,
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Figure 11. T2 curves of saturated coral sand samples with different PSDs.

(1) The entire area bounded by the T2 curve and the X-axis represents the total pore water
volume in the sample. Given a consistent mass, CSs with different PSDs have the
same volume ratio. However, the volume of pores of different sizes varies.

(2) From FC1 to FC5, the maximum T2 values (T2 max) are 298, 411, 568, 861, and 1135 ms,
respectively. These values indicate that the PSD influences the sample’s PoSD range.
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As the fine-grain content grows, the maximum pore size decreases. The structure
is predominantly coarse grains in samples with a lower fine-grain content, forming
larger pores between grains. This PoSD aligns with the previously mentioned ob-
servations: samples with elevated fine-grain content exhibit a larger AEV. Further
analysis revealed that AEV and T2 max follow this relationship:

AEV = 6.341 − 0.302ln T2max R2= 0.964 (11)

Equation (11) shows a clear functional relationship between AEV and T2 max. The T2
curve of the samples was obtained by NMR test to predict sample AEVs.

(3) Drawing from pore classification criteria outlined in prior research [30] and factoring
in the consistent T2 curve morphology for CS with differing PSDs in this study, pores
with T2 ≤ 1 ms are categorized as micropores (linked to the first peak area), while
those with T2 > 1 ms are classified as macropores (associated with the secondary peak
area). Table 4 presents the statistics of the first and secondary peak areas. The increase
in fine-grain content impacts the distribution of both macro and micro pores. The
combined volume of macro and micro pores expands with the growth in fine-grain
content. Specifically, the volume of macropores surges by 9.85%, double the increase
observed in the micropore volume. A rise in fine-grain content leads to an increase
in pore water that exhibits reduced mobility (or is subject to heightened capillary
force) within micropores. A significant volume of mobile water dissipates under the
continuous influence of ψ, while micropore water remains close to grains. Samples
containing a higher fine grain concentration retain more pore water at elevated ψ
values. This finding aligns with the observation that θr amplifies with an increase in
fine-grain content. The first peak area is recorded as T2-A1, establishing the following
relationship between θr and T2-A1:

θr= 6.814 + 0.013T2−A1 R2= 0.995 (12)

Table 4. Peak area of saturated coral sand samples.

Sample No. First Peak Area Second Peak Aera

FC1 343.859 4060.817
FC2 295.164 4028.902
FC3 248.494 3945.579
FC4 231.499 3743.532
FC5 163.066 3696.536

4.3. Drying Process Analysis

Section 4.2 discussed the internal relationship between the CS soil–water characteristics
and PoSD based on the T2 curve of samples under saturation conditions. As the drying
process, the PWD within the sample changed continuously, and the T2 curve adjusted in
response. The NMR patterns of drying shown in Figure 10 for sample FC1 are consistent
with different PSDs. Consequently, this section analyzes FC1 as a representative example.
Figure 12 presents the T2 curves of FC1 at different ψ values. For clarity, the T2 curves
of FC1 at 0, 5, 10, 70, and 300 kPa are denoted as T2(0), T2(5), T2(10), T2(70), and T2(300),
respectively. Observations from Figure 12 include:
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(1) At ψ = 0–5 kPa, T2(0) and T2(5) are similar in shape. Compared to T2(0), the nuclear
magnetic signals of T2(5) decrease slightly at T2 = 100 ms. The AEV of FC1 is 4.65 kPa.
Only the largest pore in the sample discharges water at a ψ of 5 kPa, resulting in
minimal attenuation of nuclear magnetic signals. The signal attenuation suggests that
the pore water lost at this stage is predominantly free water.

(2) At ψ = 5–10 kPa, the nuclear magnetic signals of the T2 curve decrease markedly
in the T2 = 16.7–298 ms range. Signals also decrease slightly in the T2 = 0.1–2.4 ms
range, suggesting that the primary water discharged from the sample at this phase
is a mixture of free and capillary water in macropores. Notably, signals in the
T2 = 2.4–16.7 ms range increase by 15–38%. Bird et al. (2005) [49] observed a similar
phenomenon attributed to the effect of air in the sample and soil shrinkage. Tian et al.
(2014) [48] postulated that an air–water interface emerges in the soil after air enters
saturated samples. Pellicular water exists between this interface and the pore wall,
causing a slight increase in T2.

(3) At ψ = 10–70 kPa, nuclear magnetic signals primarily decrease in the T2 = 2–40 ms
range. Signals in the T2 = 0.1–0.6 ms range also decline slightly, indicating that the
predominant loss in the sample at this phase is capillary water in macropores and
some micropores.

(4) At ψ = 70–300 kPa, the nuclear magnetic signals of T2(70) and T2(300) are mostly
within the 0.1–10 ms range, with a minor portion in the 10–100 ms range. This
distribution suggests the persistence of macropore water in the sample during the
final residual stage. The intricate pore structure of CS, characterized by poor media
connectivity due to its rough surface [41], can explain this. Water finds it challenging
to exit pores through the throat, enhancing the water-retention capacity of CS. In
this phase, T2(70) overlaps with T2(300). Throughout the T2 curve, nuclear magnetic
signals decrease, indicating simultaneous drainage from pores of various sizes.

4.4. Effect of PSD on Change of PWD

To discern the influence of PSD on PWD, T2 curves of samples under four represen-
tative ψ values with varied PSDs were chosen (Figure 13). Figure 13 exhibits that as ψ
increases, the disparity in T2 curves among different samples lessens. At ψ = 70 kPa, T2
curves from samples with diverse PSDs begin to converge, aligning with pressure plate
test outcomes. Further analysis indicates:

(1) At ψ = 0–10 kPa, water loss varies among samples with different PSDs. FC5 experi-
ences the most significant water loss, undergoing the most drastic change in its T2
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curve shape, whereas FC1 loses the least amount of water, maintaining a relatively
consistent T2 curve shape. The maximum T2 of various samples lies in the 200–300 ms
range, suggesting that the maximum pore sizes for pore water across samples are
comparable.

(2) At ψ = 10–70 kPa, the variation in T2 curves across different samples narrows, and
the curves begin to overlap. Most nuclear magnetic signals from various samples lie
within the 0.1–100 ms range. With few exceptions, the T2 curve of samples with a
high fine-grain content aligns with that of samples with a low fine-grain content.

(3) At ψ = 70–300 kPa, T2 curves of different samples closely resemble each other, implying
similar water content in this phase. During this phase, alongside the capillary water
discussed in Section 4.3, which presents challenges in discharging the sample, there
also exists a fraction of bound water associated with a small T2 value. However, due
to the absence of charge on the sand surface, the bound water is unable to be adsorbed.
Furthermore, the marginal difference in silt proportion between the adjacent graded
samples is merely 0.92%, leading to comparable bound water content across the
samples.
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5. Conclusions

In order to explore the effect of PSD on the water-retention capacity of CS, both
pressure plate tests and NMR tests are conducted on CS samples with varying PSDs. The
primary conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) The transition stage predominantly accounts for pore water loss in CS samples. The
F&X model adequately describes the SWCC of CS across different PSDs. As the
content of fine grains increases, both the AEV and θr of the samples rise.

(2) AEV and θr both show an increase with a decrease in d10, d30, d50, and d60 values,
and they linearly rise with an increase in γ. These observations suggest that a higher
fine-grain content enhances the water-retention capacity of CS. Based on the findings
of this study, d = 0.075–0.25 mm is recommended as the dominant size for augmenting
the water retention capacity of CS.
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(3) PSD primarily influences the water-retention capacity by affecting the PoSD of CS
samples. An increase in the fine-grain content affects the volume of both large and
small pores, but the total pore volume remains unchanged.. The maximum pore size
diminishes as the content of fine particles rises.

(4) During the drying process, the water discharged by CS samples varies across different
drying stages. In the boundary effect stage, the water primarily discharged from
samples is free water. In the transition stage, minimal amounts of free water and
most of the capillary water in the macropores are released. In the residual stage, the
primary discharge consists of capillary water and some weakly bound water in the
micropores. At this point, some water within the macropores remains undischarged.
This phenomenon is attributable to the suboptimal connectivity of the CS, complicat-
ing the flow of pore water out through the throat and subsequently enhancing the
water-retention capacity of CS.

(5) Throughout the drying process, the impact of PSD on the PWD varies under different
suctions. When ψ < 10 kPa, the differences in the PWD of the samples are most
pronounced. For ψ values ranging from 10 to 70 kPa, the T2 curves of the samples
begin to show a trend of overlap in that the T2 curve associated with a high fine-grain
content overlaps that of a lower fine-grain content. For ψ values between 70 and
300 kPa, T2 curves align across different samples, representing the lower content of
silt in the samples.
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